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About This Content

The full soundtrack for Hotline Miami 2: Wrong Number including 49 tracks from artists such as M|O|O|N, Perturbator,
Carpenter Brut, Jasper Byrne and Magic Sword. All tracks provided as high quality MP3 and FLAC files in the Hotline Miami

2: Wrong Number folder on your computer.

01. Green Kingdom - Untitled
02. Sean Evans - Detection
03. Light Club - Blizzard

04. Jasper Byrne - Voyager
05. Light Club - She Meditates

06. MOON - Dust
07. Endless - Disturbance
08. Perturbator - Technoir

09. Old Future Fox Gang - Guided Meditation
10. Riddarna - Simma Hem

11. Magna - Divide
12. Mitch Murder - Hollywood Heights

13. Life Companions - Richard
14. Sjellos - Chamber of Reflection

15. Jasper Byrne - Decade Dance
16. Chromacle - Interlude

17. Vestron Vulture - New Wave Hookers
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18. Modulogeek - Around
19. Magic Sword - In the Face of Evil

20. Dag Unenge - Untitled
21. Scattle - Remorse

22. Mitch Murder - Frantic Aerobics
23. Perturbator - Sexualizer

24. Old Future Fox Gang - Java
25. El Huervo - Rust
26. MOON - Delay

27. Life Companions - We're Sorry
28. Scattle - Bloodline

29. Carpenter Brut - Roller Mobster
30. Endless - Keep Calm

31. iamthekidyouknowwhatimean - Run
32. El Huervo - Ghost

33. Benny Smiles - Hotline Theme
34. MOON - Quixotic

35. Magic Sword - The Way Home
36. Dubmood - Richard
37. Megadrive - NARC

38. Cinimod - The Rumble
39. Carpenter Brut - Le Perv

40. Auto Delta Time - Ms Minnie
41. El Tigr3 - She Swallowed Burning Coal

42. Megadrive - Acid Spit
43. Megadrive - Slum Lord

44. Perturbator - Future Club
45. Light Club - Fahkeet
46. LipPi Sound - Abyss

47. LipPi Sound - Abyss Intro
48. Nounverber - Black Tar

49. Carpenter Brut - Escape from Midwitch Valley
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A bad Clash of Clans copy on steam♥♥♥♥♥♥game. The game is pretty cool but:

- Locked at 62 FPS, if you want to use FREESYNC or GSYNC, you're screwed, it tears really a lot..
- No borderless fullscreen function, no windowed mode function
- WHAT IS THE MAIN MUSIC THEME CALLED? I need it!. Eh, it's ok, I guess.. Wow is this game bad!
Let's go over it.
The premise of the game is quite interesting, a very small planet, a prince, a crafting type of game with a taste of Saint-
Exupery's Le petit prince.
Prepare for a letdown.
The game had a first challenge which was to not make the player feel constrained by the planet. Mission failed. Overall both the
environment and what you can create is very dull. There are basically very very few buildings, recipes, and so forth.
You want to farm, you only have three fields, you want to fish, only two types of fish are available, the list goes on and on.
The game is very short lived, and all the missions do not give any sense of progression whatsoever.
The combat is always a weak point in those games, and in this regard Deiland does not do it very well. There's a whole thing
around magic, but the magic is not really an attack per se but an "animation" that in the end gives damage to the enemy.
The way monster pops up is bugged, I ended up having to wait practically my complete playthrough to see a specific monster
linked to a quest.
There is no story to talk about, I could tell you the complete ending without spoiling anything.
There are also a lot of little thing that overall makes the experience not very enjoyable such as the disappearing resources, the
insane timer fest like in a superb mobile game.
The game is basically enjoyable for two hours and then you realise that's pretty much all you will get for about ten hours (which
for a game of the genre is pretty low...).
So yeah, total waste of my time and very disappointed overall about the game. It basically look and feel like an very early
access.. I just finished it and I can't wait for the next case!
The dialogues are so well written I was laughing at each sentence :D

Frog Detective is best detective I want to hire him. This game looked cool and for a reasonable price. I played and there was
more to it then a video could ever show. Devs are active making this game better and fixing bugs so thanks. There are no game,
go away. It's unfinished meaningless prototype. EDIT : Changing my review to recommended, as the dev is active and already
fixed a few problems. That's a "cautious recommendation" though, and for people who enjoy playing with their music.

It could be a good game, but :

- 3 crashes in not even 2 hours => FIXED after first update it seems
- unclear about how to score (or lose) points (case in point : on the same song, playing the same way, I made 400 points once,
8000 another time)
- no remapping of keyboard inputs
- relationship between music and level not quite apparent (to me)
- moving your "ship" is pretty much a pita
- minor : strange white border around the screen => FIXED after 1st update
- overall, no real idea of what you're supposed to do
- no answer from devs about all the above in 2 days (granted, that's just 2 days, but still ...)
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For these reasons, I can't recommend this game at the moment. It feels more like an early access title than a finished product,
honestly. It could become interesting with a few updates, though.. weird need info to change into english language. You get to
help 7 girls become idols while doing so laying them in bed.
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i love playing all 3 dark witch games on 3ds, its fun to get all achievements and 100% the games on 3ds
i might 100% the game again but on pc. Let's get this straight: Romania can go die.. By far the cheapest, but also the best game I
own. I do think it could use some different camera angles like hood view or even a bumper camera. What would really put the
icing on the cake is that if this game had Steam Workshop. Besides that, I give this "Drift86" a solid 93%.. Fun and simple
game. A fun little time waster. It's easy to pick up but can be hard to master as the AI is quite good. It does get a little repetitive,
though, as you only have 4 different options to build and maps start to feel slightly similar. Overall worth it for a few bucks,
8/10.. No Mouse support. All actions and menus are controlled with keys. Enter is F, Cancel is D but you use this also for the
attacks of the party members. The game requires quick hacking of several keys in order to controll the actions of the party
members. Too fast for me to enyou and use strategie. No pausing, no slowing down of speed possible.. wrapped waifu. Thanks,
Very nice paints. Enjoying driving with them so much. Recommended.. "By installing and using the Software, you consent to
the information collection and usage terms set forth in this section and Licensor's Privacy Policy, including (where applicable)
(i) the transfer of any personal information and other information to Licensor, its affiliates, vendors, and business partners, and
to certain other third parties, such as governmental authorities"

Jesus! I bought a bloody video game, and what do I get? Some spyware that wants to make sure I am not doing any crimes
against the state? Or perhaps the cat food industry wants to learn about my secret obsession with
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665? Yeah thanks, but no thanks.. This is a very good route.
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